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• Goal: overload or crash the server 

• Problems: 
• Attacker may be too slow (CPU, network bandwidth,...) 
• Defense: block the attacker's IP address is easy 

Denial-Of-Service (DoS) 

Attacker DNS server 

queries 
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DDoS 3.0 -

How terrorists bring down the Internet

Aiko Pras, José Jair Santanna, Jessica Steinberger and Anna Sperotto

University of Twente
Enschede, The Netherlands

a.pras@utwente.nl, j.j.santanna@utwente.nl, jessica.steinberger@h-da.de,
a.sperotto@utwente.nl

Abstract. Dependable operation of the Internet is of crucial importance
for our society. In recent years Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks have quickly become a major problem for the Internet. Most of
these attacks are initiated by kids that target schools, ISPs, banks and
web-shops; the Dutch NREN (SURFNet), for example, sees around 10 of
such attacks per day. Performing attacks is extremely simple, since many
websites o↵er “DDoS as a Service”; in fact it is easier to order a DDoS
attack than to book a hotel! The websites that o↵er such DDoS attacks
are called “Booters” or Stressers”, and are able to perform attacks with a
strength of many Gbps. Although current attempts to mitigate attacks
seem promising, analysis of recent attacks learns that it is quite easy
to build next generation attack tools that are able to generate DDoS
attacks with a strength thousand to one million times higher than the
ones we see today. If such tools are used by nation-states or, more likely,
terrorists, it should be possible to completely stop the Internet. This
paper argues that we should prepare for such novel attacks.

1 Current DDoS attacks

Current DDoS attacks are often performed by youngsters via websites that o↵er
“DDoS as a Service”. Such websites, which are called “Booters” or Stressers”,
are able to generate attacks with strengths of many Gbps. A simple Google
search shows that hundreds of such Booters are currently active; the costs to
perform a series of attacks is typically a few dollars [1][2]. In general Booters
do not attack their targets directly, but use one or two levels of intermediate
systems to strengthen and anonymise the attacks. The first level is formed by
botnets that start the attack once they receive specific commands from the
Booter. The second level is used to amplify the attack and can, for example,
involve a set of DNS or NTP servers that react upon the reception of relatively
small requests by sending large response packets. The ratio between response
and request message size is the amplification factor; in practice we find factors
between ten and hundred. Particularly popular for amplification attacks are so-
called open DNS resolvers, which are basically misconfigured DNS servers that
answer DNS queries irrespective of their origin. To target a specific victim, the
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Some	Questions	…

• Where	to	get	DDoS	data	from?	
• How	big	is	a	typical	attack?	
• Who	is	attacked?	
• What	financial	damage	is	caused	by	attacks?	
• What	does	a	typical	attack	structure	look	like?	
• What	are	the	most	important	booters?	
• Which	booter	is	responsible	for	the	attack?	
• Who	is	protected	by	DPS?	
• Is	blackholing	being	used?	
• What	happens	if	booters	are	seized	by	the	police?
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Intro:	

Where	to	get	DDoS	data	
from?
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Where	to	get	DDoS	data	from?

• Targets	of	attacks	
• ISPs	
• Akamai	/	Cloudflare	
• Symantic:	high-interaction	IoT	honeypots	
• …
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Leaked	Databases
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TABLE II. OVERALL DATABASE CHARACTERISTICS AND VALIDATION

Booter domain name
Total

Attacks

Dataset

span*

[days]

First

attack
DomainTools DNSDB

DNSDB -

Domain-

Tools

First

attack -

DomainTools

First

attack -

DNSDB

booter.tw 48844 403 24/01/13 13/07/12 14/12/12 154 195 41
legionbooter.info 38248 134 04/04/13 30/08/11 29/08/11 -1 583 584
pokeboot.com 6915 83 10/12/12 17/10/12 16/10/12 -1 54 55
superstresser.com 5565 36 12/02/14 04/04/13 02/04/13 -2 314 316
national-stresser.com 2756 93 05/09/13 03/05/13 01/05/13 -2 125 127
212-booter.net 1993 57 04/07/13 24/04/13 24/04/13 0 72 72
notoriousbooter.com 879 99 20/01/14 25/04/13 09/04/13 -16 271 287
vaporizebooter.info 725 971 05/09/11 22/05/12 29/09/12 130 -260 -390
xrshellbooter.com 629 41 19/03/12 27/10/11 26/10/11 -1 145 146
flashstresser.net 580 32 24/05/13 25/04/13 16/04/13 -9 30 39
Nullboot.net 343 65 20/01/14 18/11/13 20/11/13 2 64 62
panicstresser.com 209 0 30/07/12 12/07/12 11/07/12 -1 18 19
hazardstresser.com 173 88 15/03/13 27/04/13 11/04/13 -16 -43 -27
vstresser.com 157 423 01/02/13 06/05/13 07/05/13 1 -93 -94
pandabooter.com 104 258 05/09/11 09/05/12 08/05/12 -1 -247 -246

all databases we attested that both Booters share 90 records,
consisting in 28 attacks and 62 records that are related to the
infrastructure used to perform attacks. It means that at least
one of the two Booters reused a database from another Booter.
The only other case of shared records is xrshellbooter.com
having identical records with pandabooter.com (34 records)
and vaporizedbooter.info (4 records), which are related to the
infrastructure.

Considering that we are aware that some Booters have
records removed from their databases [13], we decided to
investigate it by correlating domain names and dates with Do-
mainTools and DNSDB. Firstly, we compare the information
from both tools and confirm that in most cases they report a
similar date, meaning that they observed the same behavior
and then can be trusted. However, two Booters (booter.tw and
vaporizebooter.info) have more than four months of difference.
It could be a consequence of the measurement observation
points of DNSDB and DomainTools. Secondly, in the third
part of the Table II, by comparing the first attack date with
both tools we discovered that for most of them the first attack
was performed several months after the first observation by
the tools. It means that i) either some data was deleted or
ii) the attacks started to be performed after many days that a
Booter was online. However, when the difference is bigger
than months (e.g., legionbooter.info) the first option is the
most suitable. A surprising observation is, once again, about
vaporizebooter.info and pandabooter.com. Both Booters have
attacks occurring long before the Booters have been seen
online by the tools (among a few other Booters). It sustains our
assumption that those Booters potentially copied their datasets
from another Booter that was active a year before and shared
its database or got hacked.

As expected, in a preliminary analysis we found that all
MySQL databases have a similar schema, depicted in the
Fig. 1. This observation helps us to perform a consistent
comparison between Booters.

As depicted in Fig. 1, the generic database schema is
mainly composed of six tables:

• Users: stores personal accounts on Booters, which
contains a username and an email address;

• Logins: contains a set of IP addresses used by a user
to login in a Booter;

Logins
- user
- ip
- time_stamp

Payments
- id
- user
- price
- plan
- time_stamp

- id
- username
- email

Users

- id
- user
- target_ip
- target_port
- attack_type
- duration
- time_stamp

Attacks
1..*

1

1..* 1..*
Infrastructure

- id
- name
- URL /IP add.

Fig. 1. Booter database generic schema

• Payments: consists of the amount of money paid by
users. The amount paid is defined depending on an
arrangement of (i) the maximum duration of attacks
and (ii) a fixed period in which a user can perform
attacks (plan expiration);

• Attacks: stores records of attacks ordered by users.
These logs contain at least three main aspects: (i)
the target’s identifier (e.g., IP address, URL or Skype
username), (ii) the target’s port number, and (iii)
the date of the attack. In addition, some databases
contain further details, such as the attack type, the
attack duration, and the infrastructure used to perform
attacks.

• Infrastructure: stores the list of URLs or IP addresses
of intermediary systems used to launch the attacks
(servers or web-shells).

Although our schema is composed of six tables, in general
Booter databases have more tables. Furthermore, the names
used in databases can be different from what we described on
our schema. However, the structure of all investigated Booter
databases still follows the described schema.

IV. DATABASES ANALYSIS

In this section we analyze and compare the content of
the Booter databases. The analysis is divided in three parts:
users, attacks, and the infrastructure used by Booter to per-
form attacks. Each part has a distinct methodology based on
investigating information of the Booter database tables. Tables

2015 IFIP/IEEE International Symposium on Integrated Network Management (IM2015)434
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SISSDEN	/	Shadowserver
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https://sissden.eu



Cambridge	Cybercrime	Centre
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UCSD	Network	Telescope

• A	/8	darknet		
• Captures	DoS	attacks	with	randomly	(and	uniformly)	
spoofed	IP	addresses		

• Captures	~1/256th	of	IPv4	address	space	Any	sizeable	
attack	should	be	visible	

�12

2017-11-01 A Macroscopic Characterization of the DoS Ecosystem 6/20

UCSD Network Telescope



AmpPot

• Honeypot	that	mimicks	reflectors		
• various	protocols	(e.g.,	NTP,	DNS,	and	CharGen)	

• Tries	to	be	appealing	to	attackers		
• i.e.,	by	offering	large	amplification		

• Twenty-four	AmpPot	instances		
• Geographically	&	logically	distributed	

�13
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Amplification honeypot (AmpPot)

https://christian-rossow.de/publications/amppot-raid2015.pdf
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Research	Question	1	

How	big	is	a	typical	attack?
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Follow	the	news
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Measure	at	the	target
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Measure	at	the	target
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8280

0.64	MBps

0.89	MBps

DNS-based





7369

78.47	MBps

203.36	MBps

DNS-based





Based	on	Chargen	(Port	19)

281

40.15	MBps

127.90	MBps
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How	big	is	a	typical	attack?

•But	what	is	a	typical	attack?
•How	representative	is	our	data?
•How	does	size	change	over	time?
•What	means	big?		

• Number	of	bytes?	
• Number	of	packets?	
• Type	of	packets?		
• Length	of	attack?
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Research	Question	2	

Who	is	attacked?
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Millions of Targets Under Attack
a Macroscopic Characterization of the DoS Ecosystem

Mattijs Jonker†, A. King‡, J. Krupp§, C. Rossow§, A. Sperotto†, A. Dainotti‡
†University of Twente; ‡CAIDA, UC San Diego; §CISPA, Saarland University

IMC 2017



Millions	of	targets	under	attack

•March	1,	2015	–	Feb	28,	2017	
•AmpPot	

• reflection	attacks	

•UCSD	Network	Telescope	
• randomly	spoofed	attacks	

• 21	million	attacks	over	2	years		
• average	of	30k	daily		

• 2.19	million	/24s	observed		
• 2.19	million	/24s	observed		
• One	third	of	the	IPv4	address	space
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Millions	of	targets	under	attack

•Direct	attacks	not	visible		
• Comparison	to	recent	Blackholing	study:

�28

source #attack events #targets #ASNs
UCSD-NT 214.9 k (1.35%) 34.5 k (1.17%) 1732
AmpPot 241.0 k (1.97%) 47.5 k (0.79%) 2197

Combined 456.0 k (1.62%) 69.7 k (0.81%) 2543
Joint 18.4 k (4.12%) 5.7 k (3.25%) 800

Table 3: Blackholed Denial-of-Service attacks. This is
the first large-scale empirical observation of DoS events
and corresponding blackholing mitigation: 456 k of the
attack events in our data sets are blackholed, which
involves 0.81% of all uniquely targeted IP addresses.

Each event in the data set contains, most notably: the
blackholed prefix, a start time (i.e., activation time), an
optional end time (i.e., deactivation time), a list of col-
lectors on which prefix-related activity was observed3,
and the matched communities.

Table 2 summarizes our data set. 34 of the 36 col-
lectors we consider see at least one blackholing event in
the measurement period.4 The majority of blackholing
events are deactivated (strictly) through prefix with-
drawal as opposed to through a re-announcement with-
out a blackholing community tag. Specifically, we wit-
ness 1.294 Mwithdrawals, against 1.7 k re-announcements.
Roughly 1.6 k (0.12%) of events are open-ended, i.e.,
are still active on the last day of our measurement pe-
riod. We also find 6 k events that are deactivated both
through withdrawal and re-announcement.5

3. BLACKHOLED ATTACKS
We analyze our data sets on attacks and blackholing

to find “blackholed attacks”. In this analysis, we re-
quire an attack’s target IP address to be covered by a
blackholing event’s prefix, and the attack’s start time
to precede the blackholing event’s activation in time (of
at most 24 hours)6.

Table 3 summarizes the matches. Surprisingly, we
find more than 450 k attacks, towards almost 70 k tar-
gets (and involving 2.5 k ASNs) that were mitigated
through blackholing. This is the first large-scale

3Blackholing activity is considered related if it (partially)
overlaps in time. An event’s activation and deactivation are
set to the minimum and maximum BGP record timestamps
encountered in BGP announcements and withdrawals.

4The 2 collectors that did not provide us with any black-
holing events are RV’s KIXP and NAPAfrica. The latter
was added in February 2018 and thus only overlaps with
our observation period for about a month. In fact, RIPE
NCC’s RIS and Route Views know a total of 43 collectors
combined at current. BGPStream indexed 41 of them while
we ran our analysis, of which we considered only 36 as 4
were not active during our 1100-day period (rrc02, rrc06,
rrc08 and rrc09 ), and 1 is IPv6 only (route-views6 ).

5This can occur if the blackholing event is inferred from
BGP events on multiple collectors.

6As we will show later, blackholing is often triggered well
within the hour following an attack’s start time.

attack source #blackholing events #prefixes
UCSD-NT 159.9 k (12.3%) 20.6 k (14.1%)
AmpPot 306.4 k (23.5%) 33.5 k (23.0%)
Combined 363.0 k (27.8%) 45.2 k (30.9%)

Table 4: Blackholing events that follow an (observed)
Denial-of-Service attack in the UCSD-NT or AmpPot
data sets, as well as for attacks in either.

empirical observation of DoS events and corre-

sponding blackholing mitigation.

Only small percentages of the UCSD-NT and Amp-
Pot data sets are blackholed, i.e., 1.35% and 1.97%

of attacks, and 1.17% and 0.79% of unique targets.
(Combined, we see blackholing for 0.81% of all unique
target IPs.) While at first look these small percentages
might suggest that the data sets we examined contain
“noise” (i.e., inferred attacks of negligible intensity),
we show later in this section that even small intensi-
ties trigger blackholing. We thus conclude that such
percentages reflect that (i) we can observe blackholing
only for a subset of ASes/targets and (ii) its adoption,
while significant (2543 ASNs observed), might not be
largely widespread. As future work we plan to fur-
ther investigate this aspect, combining our data with
blackholing at IXPs and the visibility of other commu-
nity tags. Interestingly, for the 447.6 k attacks jointly
launched against the same target (Table 1) that we ob-
serve in our DoS data sets, we find 18.4 k (4.12% ) to
be blackholed. This involves 3.25% (5.7 k) of unique
target IPs, which, compared to 0.81%, leads us to be-
lieve that more serious attacks (i.e., those in which we
observe the combination of multiple attack types) are
more likely to be blackholed.

Our comparison of data sets also allows us to shed
some light, for the first time, on the popularity of randomly-
spoofed and reflection attacks compared to other DoS
attacks (e.g., unspoofed) for which so far the research
community has not been able to provide data on a
global scale [1]. Table 4 shows we find 159.9 k black-
holing events preceded by a randomly spoofed attack,
and 306.4 k preceded by a reflection attack. This means
that we match 27.8% of all our blackholing events with
attacks. While, this preliminary result does not allow us
to infer the fraction of di↵erent categories of attacks, it
highlights that together randomly-spoofed and re-

flection attacks represent a significant share of

the attacks that operators dealt with in the last

three years.

More than half of all blackholed attacks see miti-

gation activated within a matter of minutes. Fig-
ure 1 shows the time it takes for blackholing to be ac-
tivated. For any blackholed attack in the data sets, we
analyze the delay between the start of the attack and

3
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of attacks, and 1.17% and 0.79% of unique targets.
(Combined, we see blackholing for 0.81% of all unique
target IPs.) While at first look these small percentages
might suggest that the data sets we examined contain
“noise” (i.e., inferred attacks of negligible intensity),
we show later in this section that even small intensi-
ties trigger blackholing. We thus conclude that such
percentages reflect that (i) we can observe blackholing
only for a subset of ASes/targets and (ii) its adoption,
while significant (2543 ASNs observed), might not be
largely widespread. As future work we plan to fur-
ther investigate this aspect, combining our data with
blackholing at IXPs and the visibility of other commu-
nity tags. Interestingly, for the 447.6 k attacks jointly
launched against the same target (Table 1) that we ob-
serve in our DoS data sets, we find 18.4 k (4.12% ) to
be blackholed. This involves 3.25% (5.7 k) of unique
target IPs, which, compared to 0.81%, leads us to be-
lieve that more serious attacks (i.e., those in which we
observe the combination of multiple attack types) are
more likely to be blackholed.

Our comparison of data sets also allows us to shed
some light, for the first time, on the popularity of randomly-
spoofed and reflection attacks compared to other DoS
attacks (e.g., unspoofed) for which so far the research
community has not been able to provide data on a
global scale [1]. Table 4 shows we find 159.9 k black-
holing events preceded by a randomly spoofed attack,
and 306.4 k preceded by a reflection attack. This means
that we match 27.8% of all our blackholing events with
attacks. While, this preliminary result does not allow us
to infer the fraction of di↵erent categories of attacks, it
highlights that together randomly-spoofed and re-

flection attacks represent a significant share of

the attacks that operators dealt with in the last

three years.

More than half of all blackholed attacks see miti-

gation activated within a matter of minutes. Fig-
ure 1 shows the time it takes for blackholing to be ac-
tivated. For any blackholed attack in the data sets, we
analyze the delay between the start of the attack and
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Who	is	attacked?

•Do	we	see	all	attacks?
•Which	domains	belong	to	attacked	IPs?
•Which	websites	are	targeted?
•Who	owns	these	websites?
•Or	was	the	attack	“collateral	damage”?

�31



Research	Question	3	

What	financial	damage 
is	caused	by	attacks?
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ABSTRACT
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks continue to pose a
serious threat to the availability of Internet services. The Domain
Name System (DNS) is part of the core of the Internet and a crucial
factor in the successful delivery of Internet services. Because of the
importance of DNS, specialist service providers have sprung up in
the market, that provide managed DNS services. One of their key
selling points is that they protect DNS for a domain against DDoS
attacks. But what if such a service becomes the target of a DDoS
attack, and that attack succeeds?

In this paper we analyse two such events, an attack on NS1 in
May 2016, and an attack on Dyn in October 2016. We do this by
analysing the change in the behaviour of the service’s customers.
For our analysis we leverage data from the OpenINTEL active DNS
measurement system, which covers large parts of the global DNS
over time. Our results show an almost immediate and statistically
signi�cant change in the behaviour of domains that use NS1 or
Dyn as a DNS service provider. We observe a decline in the number
of domains that exclusively use NS1 or Dyn as a managed DNS
service provider, and see a shift toward risk spreading by using
multiple providers. While a large managed DNS provider may be
better equipped to protect against attacks, these two case studies
show they are not impervious to them. This calls into question the
wisdom of using a single provider for managed DNS. Our results
show that spreading risk by using multiple providers is an e�ective
countermeasure, albeit probably at a higher cost.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks continue to pose a
serious threat to the availability of Internet-based services. In the
last decade we have seen a constant increase in the intensity of
these attacks [1–3]. An immediate impact of a successful DDoS
attack is the unavailability of services provided by the victim to its
customers. For instance, for an e-commerce �rm this unavailability
might result in decrease of sales during the attack and can also
cause damage to the reputation of the victim [7].

These attacks also threaten the availability of services that sup-
port the Internet usage for an everyday user. One of the core services
on which the Internet is built is the Domain Name System (DNS).
DNS is responsible for translating easy to remember domain names
into machine readable IP addresses. Thus, unavailability of the DNS
leads to unavailability of web services for most users. On several
occasions, attackers have targeted the DNS with a DDoS attack
to bring down web services. Hence, it is important for �rms that
prioritise availability to choose a DNS provider that is resilient in
the face of DDoS attacks. There are several managed DNS providers
that provide DDoS resilient services. NS1 and Dyn are two such
managed DNS (MDNS) service providers. On May 16th, 2016 and
October 21st, 2016, DDoS attacks targeted NS1 [5] and Dyn [10]
respectively. The attacks were successful in hindering the services
provided by NS1 and Dyn for the better part of a day.

While much has been said about the impact of especially the Dyn
attack, one aspect of these attacks has received far less attention,
namely: What is the impact of such an attack on the behaviour
of customers of a�ected MDNS providers? In this paper, we study
this impact by looking at the DNS con�guration of domains in a
large DNS dataset. This allows us to answer questions such as: do
customers continue to use the services of the attacked MDNS after
the attack or not? If they remain a customer, do they change their
behaviour?

Our contributions are as follows:
• We provide a framework for measuring the behaviour of
domains using an MDNS service provider.

• We use this framework to analyse the impact of successful
DDoS attacks on NS1 and Dyn on the behaviour of domains
that use their services.

1
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What	does	a	typical	attack	
structure	look	like?
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ABSTRACT

Large network security companies often 
report websites, called Booters, that offer DDoS 
attacks as a paid service as the primary reason 
for the increase in occurrence and power of 
attacks. Although hundreds of active Booters 
exist today, only a handful of those that promot-
ed massive attacks faced mitigation and prosecu-
tion actions. In this tutorial article we focus our 
attention on Booters that are “under the radar” 
of security initiatives, by advertising high attack 
power and being very popular on the Internet. 
We discuss and provide grounds for critical 
thinking on what should be further done toward 
Booter mitigation.

INTRODUCTION
Booters can easily be found on the public web 
through search engines (e.g., Google). Distribut-
ed denial of service (DDoS) attacks performed 
by Booters can be hired for a couple of U.S. 
dollars. Booters also present multiple ways of 
paying for their “service” (e.g., Paypal, Bitcoin, 
and credit card), while offering various types of 
attacks (e.g., SYN flood, DNS-based reflection, 
and application layer attacks). Karami et al. [1] 
showed that the large number of active Booters 
and the ease with which these can be found and 
their service hired contribute to the increasing 
occurrence of DDoS attacks. This observation 
proved to be correct given that the majority of 
attacks, including the most powerful DDoSs, 
have been launched by Booters (at a data rate 
higher than 100 Gb/s), as reported by Akamai 
(https://www.akamai.com/us/en/multimedia/
documents/state-of-the-internet/akamai-q2-2016-
state-of-the-internet-security-report.pdf, accessed 
21 March 2017).

Although hundreds of active Booters exist, 
few of those involved in massive attacks under-
went mitigation actions. Booters that to date 
have been the target of investigations, mitiga-
tions, or prosecutions are the ones that suc-
cessfully disrupted the operation of popular 
services, such as Xbox Network, PlayStation 
Network, Instagram, and Tinder (http://kreb-
sonsecurity.com/?s=booter, accessed 21 March 
2017). In 2016, the vDos Booter [2] was report-

ed to have launched more than 170,000 DDoS 
attacks in less than four months; as a conse-
quence, vDos owners were arrested. In 2016, 
a sustained 540 Gb/s attack, launched by the 
LizardStresser Booter (https://www.arbornet-
works.com/blog/asert/rio-olympics-take-gold-
540gbsec-sustained-ddos-attacks, accessed 21 
March 2017), was also witnessed during the 
Olympic Games in Brazil, as well as a stagger-
ing terabit-per-second attack using the Mirai 
botnet (also related to Booters — https://kreb-
sonsecurity.com/2016/10/hackforums-shut-
ters-booter-service-bazaar, accessed 21 March 
2017) targeting OVH (https://arstechnica.com/
security/2016/09/botnet-of-145k-cameras-re-
portedly-deliver-internets-biggest-ddos-ever/, 
accessed 21 March 2017) and Dyn (http://dyn.
com/blog/dyn-analysis-summary-of-friday-octo-
ber-21-attack, accessed 21 March 2017). These 
are only a few examples of Booter attacks, 
which were eventually reported in the news 
and caught the public’s attention. However, in 
only some cases did the people responsible for 
the Booters behind these attacks face legal con-
sequences. The goal of this tutorial article is to 
raise awareness about Booters that stay “under 
the radar” of security initiatives by advertising 
high attack power and being extremely popular.

The research on Booter mitigation is still at 
an early stage. Most of the existing work has 
been focused on looking at the technical char-
acteristics of the attacks performed by Booters 
[3–5] and profiling their targets [6]. Other initia-
tives [3, 7] have used leaked Booter databases 
to, for example, enumerate the characteristics 
of hired attacks. Other research efforts have 
been exploring issues associated with identify-
ing Booter websites [8], discovering and mit-
igating the infrastructures used by Booters to 
perform attacks [9, 10], and describing Booters’ 
financial operations [1]. In this tutorial article, 
we extend the contribution from those previous 
efforts by providing extra ground for discussions 
and critical thinking on what one can further do 
and how to mitigate Booters.

In the first part of this article, we focus on 
answering the question which Booters should we 
go after? Using a combination of measurement 
datasets that we collected ourselves and also 
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shots of these specific domain names.). These 
are still highly ranked domains in Alexa because 
users still try to reach them. This assumption is 
supported by the DNSDB initiative (https://www.
dnsdb.info, accessed 21 March 2017), one of the 
largest collections of DNS records worldwide. 
We found in DNSDB records that each of these 
three domains have received thousands of DNS 
requests (likely interpreted as web access) in the 
last two years.

Finally, we observed that two Booter domain 
names (ranked 11 and 30) point to the same 
Booter website. This Booter has, among all the top 
ranked ones, the oldest domain creation date: it 
was registered in 2011. Although it was reported 
in 2013 by a security specialist (https://krebson-
security.com/2013/05/ragebooter-legit-ddos-ser-
vice-or-fed-backdoor, accessed 21 March 2017), 
we are unaware of any mitigation or prosecution 
action against it. A possible explanation is that this 
Booter is actually an “FBI backdoor,” as described 
by its owner. A speech by the CEO of CloudFlare 
mentioned that “sometimes we have court orders 
to not take (web)sites down” (https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=Wr-PrSqI16A&t=2929s, 
accessed 21 March 2017). Whether true or not, 
the concrete fact is that this Booter is still online. 
We further discuss CloudFlare and other DDoS 
protection services in the following section.

Our heuristic clearly provides means to 
highlight Booters “under the radar” of security  
companies that should be the first to undergo mit-
igation actions. In the next section, we discuss 
how third-party organizations can enroll on miti-
gation actions against Booters.

WHO CAN HELP 
PERFORM MITIGATION ACTIONS?

Figure 2 shows the ecosystem of Booters, that 
is, all elements involved in Booter activities. To 
identify organizations that can engage in mitiga-
tion actions against Booters, we first look at those 
that are (in)directly involved in the Booter ecosys-
tem. To hire an attack, a client must first access 
the Booter website and create an account. The 
access to a Booter website usually happens via a 
third-party cloud-based security provider (CBSP) 
transparent to the client. The payment for a hired 
attack (or an attack plan — sets of attacks that 
can be performed within a given period of time) 
is done via a third-party payment system. After 
selecting a “service” and paying for the plan, cli-
ents can launch attacks at any time and against 
any target on the Internet.

To perform DDoS attacks, Booters use a 
back-end infrastructure that consists of three 
types of machines: command and control 
(C&C) machines, infected machines (computers 
with bugs in Fig. 2), and misused public services 
(computers with exclamation marks in Fig. 2). 
Booters are unlikely to send attack traffic direct-
ly from their C&C machines. Instead, infected 
machines can be part of a botnet able to per-
form various types of attacks. Misused public 
services are in turn only used for reflection and 
amplification attacks (e.g., DNS-based and NTP-
based attacks). The last element in the Booter 
ecosystem is the Booter operational database, 
where all information about clients and hired 
attacks is stored.

Figure 1. a) Top ranked Booter domain names, up to the 3 millionth position in Alexa (“star” is the current 
rank, while “dot” is the rank 3 months ago); b) price range (minimum, gigabits per second); d) registra-
tion and expiration dates of domain names.
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ABSTRACT
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks have steadily
gained in popularity over the last decade, their intensity
ranging from mere nuisance to severe. The increased num-
ber of attacks, combined with the loss of revenue for the
targets, has given rise to a market for DDoS Protection Ser-
vice (DPS) providers, to whom victims can outsource the
cleansing of their tra�c by using tra�c diversion.

In this paper, we investigate the adoption of cloud-based
DPSs worldwide. We focus on nine leading providers. Our
outlook on adoption is made on the basis of active DNS
measurements. We introduce a methodology that allows us,
for a given domain name, to determine if tra�c diversion to
a DPS is in e↵ect. It also allows us to distinguish various
methods of tra�c diversion and protection. For our analysis
we use a long-term, large-scale data set that covers well over
50% of all names in the global domain namespace, in daily
snapshots, over a period of 1.5 years.

Our results show that DPS adoption has grown by 1.24⇥
during our measurement period, a prominent trend com-
pared to the overall expansion of the namespace. Our study
also reveals that adoption is often lead by big players such
as large Web hosters, which activate or deactivate DDoS
protection for millions of domain names at once.

Keywords
DDoS attack mitigation; cloud-based security; protection
networks; protection services; active DNS measurements

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, we have seen a rise of a simple yet very

e↵ective class of attacks: (Distributed) Denial of Service at-
tacks (DDoS) [1]. These can easily generate tra�c volumes
in the order of hundreds of Gbps. Recent attacks reached
300-600Gbps (e.g., on Spamhaus in 2013 [2], or on BBC in
2016 [3]). To make things worse, on-demand attacks can
easily be purchased online for only a few USD [4, 5], which
has further increased the popularity of such attacks.
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The growth in number of attacks [6], combined with the
loss of revenue for the targets, has given rise to a market
for DDoS Protection Service (DPS) providers. The protec-
tion of a specific application, or even an entire network, can
be outsourced to a DPS. Protection can take place on-site,
by means of dedicated appliances [7], or be handled in the
cloud, where malicious tra�c is filtered or absorbed, thus
e↵ectively thwarting the attack. Hybrid solutions also exist,
where on-site appliances are combined with a cloud-based
component. Attacks can be volumetric (i.e., saturating the
target’s bandwidth) or semantic (e.g., denying service access
with minimal bandwidth e↵ects).

Tra�c diversion is the key mechanism that allows tra�c
to be routed through the DPS infrastructure, either in an
always-on or on-demand manner. An e↵ective way to divert
tra�c for applications that are reached on the basis of a do-
main name, is to exploit the Domain Name System (DNS),
similarly to what is done in content delivery networks for
implementing load balancing [8, 9]. An alternative is to
use the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to divert tra�c
towards the DPS infrastructure.

In this paper, we investigate the adoption of cloud-based
DPSs worldwide. We focus on nine leading providers ac-
cording to [13], namely Akamai, CenturyLink, CloudFlare,
DOSarrest, F5 Networks, Incapsula, Level 3, Neustar, and
Verisign. Our investigation is done on the basis of long-term,
active DNS measurements, which allows us, for a given do-
main name, to verify if tra�c diversion towards a DPS is
in place. Our large-scale data set consists of daily measure-
ments, over a period of 1.5 years, of the entire .com, .net
and .org zones, which contain about 50% of names in the
global domain namespace [10]. It also contains half a year’s
worth of measurements for the .nl zone, as well as for do-
main names on the Alexa Top 1M list1.

Our study not only confirms an increasing adoption of
DPSs, but it also shows a growth of 1.24⇥ in the zones we
studied for 1.5 years, against an overall growth of these zones
of only 1.09⇥. In addition, when looking at the breakdown
of the data set per DPS, our results show the emergence of
big players, such as large Web hosters and domainers, which
indicates that the adoption trends are not led by single users
but by larger parties.

We explain the various tra�c diversion approaches in Sec-
tion 2. Our measurement and analysis methodology is de-
scribed in Section 3, completed by an overview on the stud-
ied data set. We present and discuss our findings and results
in Section 4, and conclude in Section 5.

1http://www.alexa.com/
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Results: relative growth of combined use

~152M
domains

~8.86M
domains

● DPS use has grown by 1.24x over a 1.5-year period, among com, net & org names
● n.b.: these gTLDs represent 50% of the global domain name space
● Against a 1.09x overall growth of these three gTLDs

● Among Alexa Top 1M names: 1.12x (over six months)
● In the ccTLD .nl: 1.11x against 1.02x (over six months)

 

● ~140M domain names in com, net & org
● ~7.13M use the nine DPS providers
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Results: use of CloudFlare

880k
domains

1.8M
domains

● ~250k domain names peak on Feb 22, 2016
● Peak visible in only AS and CNAME lines, 

but not in NS line
● Share a registrar-servers.com name 

server (Namecheap)
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Results: use of Incapsula

43k
domains

792k
domains

● ~1.8M domain names peak in April, 2016
● Can be traced to Wix, as do the preceding 

(similar) peaks and plateaus
● In AS line only, following a DNS change by 

wixdns.net
● Wix domain names are in AWS on “off” days 

● ~170k names
● SiteMatrix 

(landing pages)
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•What	about	privacy?
• Is	it	always	legal?
•Can	it	be	circumvented?	

• RR	history	
• Other	RRs	(like	MX)

•National	dependance?		
• Netherlands:	NaWas
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ABSTRACT
BGP blackholing is an operational countermeasure that builds
upon the capabilities of BGP to achieve DoS mitigation. Al-
though empirical evidence of blackholing activities are doc-
umented in literature, a clear understanding of how black-
holing is used in practice when attacks occur is still missing.

This paper presents a first joint look at DoS attacks and
BGP blackholig in the wild. We do this on the basis of
two complementary data sets of DoS attacks, inferred from
a large network telescope and DoS honeypots, and on a data
set of blackholing events. All data sets span a period of 1100
day, thus proving a longitudinal overview of operational de-
ployment of blackholing during DoS attacks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Volumetric Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks have rapid-

ly increased in frequency and intensity over the last
years. In previous work, we found an average of thirty
thousand attacks daily, with intensities ranging from a
mere nuisance to severe [1]. Thanks to so-called Boot-
ers [2], DoS has also become available “as-a-Service”,
allowing the layman to launch attacks powerful enough
to saturate 1-10 Gbps links. The full potential of at-
tacks has arguably yet to be seen and Leverett et al. [3]
estimate the upper bound of distributed reflection and
amplification attacks to be above 100 Tbps.

The fight against DoS attack has generated a push for
the development of diverse mitigation techniques. Ex-
amples are cloud-based DDoS Protection Services [4],
which use tra�c diversion to third-parties data centers
that “cleanse” tra�c; on-site, in-line appliances (e.g.,
those o↵ered by Netscout Arbor [5] and Radware [6]);
BGP flowspec [7] or BGP blackholing.

This paper focuses on BGP blackholing, an opera-
tional countermeasure that builds upon the capabili-
ties of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to achieve
DoS mitigation. BGP blackholing is implemented us-
ing the BGP communities attribute [8], a BGP exten-
sion that enables passing additional information to BGP
peers [9]. BGP blackholing makes use of a specific set of
BGP community tags to request an upstream provider
(ISP or IXP) to null-route tra�c to a specific destina-

tion prefix (the one of the victim) [10].
Although empirical evidence of blackholing activities

is documented in literature [11], a clear understanding
about how BGP blackholing is used in practice when
attacks occur is still missing. The goal of this paper
is to provide a first joint look at DoS attacks and BGP
blackholing in the wild. To this end, we rely on two DoS
attack data sets and one BGP blackholing event data
set, all spanning a period of 1100 days. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first large-scale empirical ob-
servation of DoS events and corresponding blackholing
mitigation. Our main findings are:
• Mitigation via blackholing happens within minutes.
Our analysis shows that 44% of the attacks for which
blackholing is put in place are mitigated within one
minute, and 85% within 10 minutes.
•A significant fraction of blackholing events show black-
holing is still in place hours after the end of the attack,
which raises the question if the remedy is in some cases
worse than the disease, as any service and system in the
blackholed prefix might experience lack of connectivity
or it needs to rely to alternative routes for longer than
necessary.
• 13% of the blackholing events in our data set is related
to attacks with very low intensity, specifically 3Mbps or
less. This finding has two main implications. First, it
indirectly confirms the findings of the seminal paper
of Moore et al. [12], by explicitly linking low-intensity
backscatter to a DoS mitigation strategy. The second
implication is operational. BGP Blackholing is a coarse-
grained mitigation strategy. One could imagine that
blackholing is therefore only used for strong attacks as
a last resource, that is, if other fine-grained solutions
(e.g., scrubbing, flowspec) do not work. Our analysis
shows that this is not the case raising the question of
what is the minimal e↵ort needed by an attacker to
trigger such a drastic countermeasure.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.

Sections 2 and 3 present the data sets used in our analy-
sis, and our results, respectively. In Section 4 we discuss
related work. Finally, in Section 5 we briefly discuss
limitations and future work.
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Research	Question	9	

What	happens	if	booters	
are	seized	by	the	police?
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60% less attacks

Akamai: 10% less attacks
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Summary

•DDoS	is	a	real	problem	

•High	financial	loss	

•Attacks	will	not	disappear	soon	

•Many	interesting	research	challenges	exist
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Thanks for your attention! 

Questions?
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